AGENDA

3.30 Meeting Opened

- A group of interested people have formed a working group partnering with Queensland Youth Industry Links Inc. (QYIL) to discuss regional interest in forming a network and to identify Professional Development needs for the Moreton Region

Opening Discussions:

- Summary of the survey feedback from schools
- Grouping feedback topics
- Opportunities from that feedback based on the groups experience
- Confirm a Goal of the Group: Example: “To Develop a Regional network to facilitate opportunities for professional capacity building for people in the senior phase of learning”

Discussion on members forming working groups to fit with member qualifications or interest. Possible areas of interest could be:

- VET
- Careers
- Senior Phase Transition
- Any other areas of interest from the group

General Discussion on potential future presentations for the Region based on the group’s experience and Regional needs

Actions from the discussion to be followed up on prior to the next meeting

4.30 Next Meeting Date and Venue
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